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Abstract8

Estimating the range at which an acoustic receiver can detect greenhouse gas (e.g., CO2) leakage from the9

sub-seabed is essential for determining whether passive acoustic techniques can be an effective environmental10

monitoring tool above marine carbon storage sites. Here we report results from a shallow water experiment11

completed offshore the island of Panarea, Sicily, at a natural CO2 vent site, where the ability of passive12

acoustics to detect and quantify gas flux was determined at different distances. Cross-correlation methods13

determined the time of arrival for different travel paths which were confirmed by acoustic modelling. We14

develop an approach to quantify vent bubble size and gas flux. Inversion of the acoustic data was completed15

using the modelled impulse response to provide equivalent propagation ranges rather than physical ranges.16

The results show that our approach is capable of detecting a CO2 bubble plume with a gas flux rate of17

2.3 L/min at ranges of up to 8 m, and determining gas flux and bubble size accurately at ranges of up to18

4 m in shallow water, where the bubble sound pressure is 10 dB above that of the ambient noise.19

Keywords: Bubble transect, underwater acoustics, multipath, greenhouse gas, Marine Carbon20

Capture and Storage21

1. Introduction22

In recent years, the storage of carbon dioxide (CO2) within sub-seabed reservoir has been discussed and23

identified as an important strategy to mitigate the increase in global temperature due to the increase in24

atmospheric CO2 [1, 2, 3, 4]. Many studies have acknowledged that effective monitoring techniques for25

potential CO2 gas seepage through the seabed, above Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) complexes, are26

essential [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Gas bubbles within the seabed migrate, as a result of27

buoyancy, through a variety of possible pathways to the surface of the seafloor, where they escape into the28

overlying ocean [18]. As the bubbles become entrained in the water they undergo volume oscillations which29

radiate sound into the environment [19] which can be used to detect and quantify the gas flux [6]. This30

paper explores the effectiveness of passive acoustic monitoring for sites above marine CCS storage reservoirs31

by completing an experiment over a natural CO2 seep offshore Panarea.32

Marine monitoring strategies of CO2 gas seeps using acoustics include time-lapse acoustic investigations33

using single/multi-beam echosounders [7, 20] and horizontal backscattering solutions [21]. Active methods are34

well suited to detection of gas seepage, particularly for gases with low solubility, e.g., methane (CH4). While35

for gases possessing higher solubility, such as the CO2, the dimensions (height and width) of any emerging36

gas plume would be smaller, making the detection of leakage/seepage with an active acoustic approach more37

difficult. Further, accurate quantification using active methods requires the use of sonar(s) with a broad38

range of frequencies, typically in the kHz range for exciting mm-scale bubbles [22]. An alternative approach39

is to adopt passive acoustic methods to investigate the gas seepage from subsea installations [7, 10, 23]. The40

most common passive acoustic approach is to measure acoustic sound radiated from gas seeps at a reference41

point which is close to the leak location [6, 10, 24]. However there has been relatively little work to determine42
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the distances at which passive acoustics can detect bubbles emerging from the seabed, or determine at what43

offsets the inversion of the recorded signal yields accurate estimates of gas flux. There are usually two ways44

of looking at the passive assessment of flux: (1) in the case of low flux rate, i.e., individual bubbles can45

be clearly identified based on their resonant frequency, we can use their frequency without the strength of46

emission; (2) in the case of high flux rate, i.e., individual bubbles cannot be clearly identified, then the sound47

spectrum is used. Here we investigate the higher flux rate case.48

For gas flux determination, the sound pressure level of CO2 bubbles emitted from the seeps can be49

measured directly using a hydrophone. Based on the measured pressure level and analysis of sound frequency50

spectrum, the size distribution and population of CO2 bubbles emitted from the seafloor seeps can be51

estimated using passive acoustic inversion [6, 10, 24]. Leighton and White [6] used a spherical spreading52

law to determine the monitoring range and gas flux, which simplifies the channel acoustic propagation and53

is incapable of incorporating surface- and bottom-reflected arrivals, which may be particularly significant54

in shallow water. The effectiveness of passive acoustics for in situ monitoring may be reduced due to the55

dynamic ambient environment, anthropogenic noise, noise from marine organisms, and its deployment may56

be restricted due to channel obstacles, ocean dynamics [25], acoustic attenuation, bathymetry, and multipath57

propagation [26, 27, 28, 29]. Thus the low intensity sounds emitted by the bubbles relative to background58

ocean noise means that passive acoustic monitoring is usually conducted at distances close to gas seeps.59

In this study, a field experiment was conducted using an acoustic recorder with multiple hydrophones60

deployed at various distances from a natural CO2 gas seep, to investigate the effectiveness of passive acoustics61

for detecting and quantifying bubble sound arrivals as a function of range. An additional goal was to62

understand potential interference factors on bubble monitoring. In free space, the sound propagation can63

be considered as spherical spreading without reflection from channel boundaries. While in an underwater64

acoustic channel, the sea surface and seabed may act as reflection boundaries; we call the length of the actual65

propagation path as the channel equivalent range. To find the equivalent range for gas flux determination66

in shallow water, considering channel multipath and attenuation, we develop a model based on ray-tracing67

to match acoustic arrivals at each hydrophone location.68

The CO2 vent sites offshore Panarea, Italy are similar to possible leakage scenarios from sub-seabed69

reservoirs in shelf areas [30] albeit in waters which are shallower than those typical of sites proposed for70

marine CCS schemes. It provides an ideal natural laboratory [31], for the investigation of CCS leakage71

detection and monitoring strategies. Here we describe the deployment of the acoustic recorder offshore72

Panarea and techniques as well as modelling used to process the acoustic data (Section 2). Then we report73

the results (Section 3) obtained from the deployment along a transect near a selected natural CO2 gas74

seep. These field results, i.e., acoustic channel multipath structure, gas plume detection, gas flux and75

bubble size determination, are used to illustrate the potential of our passive acoustic approach for CCS gas76

leakage detection and quantification in real shallow water scenarios. We discuss the applicability of using77

the developed techniques in deeper water as one of the strategies for leakage monitoring of marine carbon78

storages sites in Section 4.79

2. Materials and Methods80

2.1. Study site81

Panarea, located in the southern Tyrrhenian Sea, is an island within the 200 km long Aeolian Arc, parallel86

to the continental slope of north coast of Sicily and western coast of Calabria [23, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36].87

Figure 1 shows the Panarea and the small islets situated to the east. The island and these islets are the88

emergent parts rising from the western section of a submarine stratovolcano [30, 37, 38]. The stratovolcano89

is over 1200 m in height [39] and 20 km in width [40]. Many volcanic craters are visible on the seabed, and a90

complex fracture system has been imaged with an overall SW-NE orientation which may link Panarea with91

a nearby volcano island Stromboli in the northeast direction.92

The islets east of Panarea are situated on a shallow plateau with water depth of 30 m [33, 41], where93

extensive fluid exhalations into the water column occur from the volcanic activity. Numerous gas leakages94

have been measured, with relatively stable composition of around 98% CO2, 1.7% H2S and other trace gases95
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Figure 1: Maps showing the position of the CO2 seep site offshore Panarea (c. 100 m west of Bottaro Islet
in 12.5 m water depth). The position of the ∼10 cm wide pockmark is indicated in the red circle.
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(N2, He, H2, CH4) [34, 42, 43, 44], while flux rates vary from different gas seeps. These natural gas release96

seeps and the CO2-rich gas composition make the area offshore Panarea an excellent test bed to study gas97

leakage scenarios and detection methods. Previous studies offshore Panarea have mapped [45, 46] the rising98

(CO2 and CH4) gas plumes at 80 different locations [30]; and continuous acoustic monitoring of bubble flux99

has been conducted [47]. However, there has been no investigation of the distances from a seep site at which100

gaseous CO2 can be detected and/or quantified using passive acoustics.101

In this study, a volcanic crater (Bottaro Crater) generates a number of continuous CO2-rich gas bubbles102

streams (Figure 2(b)). We chose to investigate a seep in 12.5 m water depth close to the rim of the crater,103

with a minimum distance of 20 m to other comparable bubble streams, and designed an experimental104

geometry that ran perpendicular to the crater edge. As well as making acoustic measurements at different105

distances, we used a diver-controlled funnel to directly measure the gas flux. To measure the real size of the106

rising bubbles, we used high-quality underwater video equipment (SONY FDR-X3000 Action Camera, with107

UltraHD resolution 4K (3840×2160) at 30p).108

2.2. Acoustic receiver deployment109

Two hydrophones linked to an acoustic recorder (RS ORCA) measured the sound of bubbles emerging110

from the seabed at different ranges. These hydrophones were absolutely calibrated with receive sensitivity111

of -164.5 dB re: 1 V/µPa. A gain of 15 dB data was applied to each recording channel, and a sampling112

frequency of 96 kHz was used. Data presented here was collected on May 16th 2018 when winds were light,113

sea state <2 on the Beaufort scale.114

Figure 2(a) shows the cartoon experimental geometry on the edge of Bottaro Crater. To minimize the123

acoustic propagation effect caused by seabed grasses or rocks (Figure 2(b)), each hydrophone was fixed on a124

securely positioned tripod on the seafloor at a height of 0.75 m. In the experiment, one hydrophone closest125

to the seep location at 0.3 m was used as the reference hydrophone and remained at a fixed location, whilst126

the other hydrophone was moved to various ranges to form a transect. The different acoustic channels were127
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synchronously recorded. Acoustic measurements were conducted at horizontal distances between 0.3 m and128

8 m away from the centre of the seep site.129
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Figure 2: Experimental geometry over natural CO2 seep on the western edge of Battaro Crater. (a) Overall
experiment geometry showing the locations of the seep and hydrophone measurement positions. The transect
was orientated east to west perpendicular to the edge of the crater. The seabed rose gently out of the crater
to the west. An additional measurement was made at right angles to the transect at an offset of 8 m. (b)
Underwater image of the central part of the experiment transects showing the reference hydrophone at 0.3 m
and a transect hydrophone at 1 m from the seep.
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2.3. Signal processing and modelling130

The approach to the bubble detection and quantification is shown in the block diagram Figure 3. Mea-136

sured data from the reference hydrophone (0.3 m away from the centre of the seep) is cross-correlated with137

measured data from the other transect locations to determine the travel times and ray paths for the sound138

emitted by bubbles emerging from the seabed for gas plume detection. Prior to the quantification of the gas139

flux, ray trace modelling using the Bellhop Acoustics Toolbox [48] is completed to obtain the channel impulse140

response for each hydrophone location along the transect. The impulse response is compared and corrected141

for the multipath structure derived from the bubble detection. The equivalent range for each hydrophone142

location from the centre of the seep corresponding to the channel impulse response, is applied into the passive143

inversion model [6] to compute the gas flux and bubble size distribution and bubble numbers, and then gas144

flux. After we obtain the bubble size distribution and bubble numbers, we transfer it into a bubble forward145

model to generate modelled hydrophone data for comparison with the measured hydrophone data.146

2.3.1. Ray trace based modelling147

Ray trace modeling was used to compute the transmission loss and channel impulse responses [48]. The148

sea surface was calm during the experiment, thus we assume the sea surface as flat in the simulation.149

The simulation incorporates the bathymetry shown in Figure 2(a), the sound speed profile (SSP) shown in150

Figure 4(a), and a central frequency of 350 Hz. The depth of the bubble sound source is at 12.5 m, and the151

positions of the transect hydrophone are set according to the deployment locations shown in Figure 2(a).152

The bubble is much smaller than the wavelength of the sound radiated so is well-characterized as an omni-153

directional acoustic source. The seabed composition is a mixture of sands and gravels (Figure 2(b)), and we154

used an estimate of ∼0.7 dB per wavelength attenuation [49].155

We first carry out multiple runs to determine the channel impulse responses and the time delay of156

each arrival at the hydrophone positions. The arrival structure from the model (i.e., channel impulse re-157

sponses), corresponding to the multipath arrivals, are then compared with the delays computed from the158

cross-correlation between reference field data and transect field data. As the measured sound arrived via159

multiple paths, these results are used to compute the equivalent propagation range r̂:160

r̂ =
r0Ā0∑I
i=1Ai

, i = 1, . . . , I, (1)161
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the approach to bubble/gas flux detection, quantification, and verification. Inputs
are shown in blue colour, and outputs are shown in red colour. The steps are numbered corresponding to
the paragraphs in the main text. For more details on the bubble passive inversion model see [6, 10, 24].
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where r0 is the range of a reference point with sound signal arriving only from the direct path, Ā0 is the path162

impulse amplitude received at the reference point, I is the number of multipath, and Ai is the amplitude163

of the path impulse response for each arrival, usually overlapped temporally in shallow water, considering164

reflection from sea surface and ocean bottom with phase shift.165

2.3.2. Passive inversion model166

For inversion of the gas flux from the bubble stream, we identify the frequency range, [fmin, fmax] over167

which the sound of the bubbles is evident above the ambient noise field. Ambient condition were measured168

well away from any seep site location. The radii of the bubbles whose resonant frequencies correspond to169

fmin and fmax are identified as Rmax and Rmin respectively [50], according to the low-amplitude pulsations170

occur at a natural angular frequency ω0(= 2πf), which is given by [50]:171

ω0 =
1

R0
√
ρ0

√√√√3κ

(
p0 − pv +

2σ

R0

)
−

2σ

R0
+ pv −

4η2

ρ0R2
0

, (2)172

where R0 ∈ [Rmin Rmax] is the bubble equilibrium radius [m], ρ0 is the ambient liquid density [kg/m3], p0173

is the ambient pressure [Pa], pv is the vapor pressure [Pa], σ is the surface tension [N/m], η is the shear174

viscosity [Pa.s], and κ is the ratio of specific heat of the gas at constant pressure to that at constant volume,175

depending on whether the gas is behaving adiabatically, isothermally, or in some intermediate manner [51].176

Then we create a bin vector of the radii R0 with a bin width of (Rmax-Rmin)/M , where M is the number177

of bins. For each bin, we integrate the measured power spectral density (PSD) across the frequency range178
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corresponding to the resonant frequencies of the radii in the bin [6]. The modelled spectrum of a single179

bubble emission is given by [6]:180

|Xb(ω;R0)|2 = 2

[
(ω2

0R
3
0)
ρ0

r̂

Rε0i

R0

]2
×
(

4[(ω0δtot)2 + 4ω2]

[(ω0δtot)2 + 4(ω − ω0)2][(ω0δtot)2 + 4(ω + ω0)2]

)
,

(3)181

where Rε0i/R0 is the initial amplitude of displacement of the bubble wall at the start of the emission as a182

proportion of the equilibrium bubble radius (see more details in [6]). Here, we assume this ratio is constant to183

facilitate the inversion [5]. δtot is the total dimensionless damping coefficient at bubble natural frequency [50],184

and r̂ is the equivalent range computed from Eq.(1).185

If the acoustic emissions of the bubbles are all uncorrelated, then the PSD S(ω), of the far-field acoustic186

signature of the bubble cloud can be expressed as187

S(ω) =

∫ Rmax

R0=Rmin

D(R0)|Xb(ω;R0)|2dR0, (4)188

where D(R0) is the bubble-emission size distribution as a function of the bubble radii R0. Based on the189

computed acoustic pressure, we estimate the bubble size distribution and population from the recorded190

passive acoustic data, and solve Eq.(4) using the passive acoustic inverse method proposed by Leighton and191

White [6]. Thus, the probability density function (PDF) of bubble equilibrium radius pR0

b as well as number192

of bubbles for each size are obtained, and the gas flow rate F [L/min] is then computed as193

F =

Rmax∑
R0=Rmin

4

3
πR3

0D(R0). (5)194

Note that the pressure in the model [6] is computed using spherical spreading, which is not applicable in195

shallow water channels where multipath effects should not be neglected. To make the inversion method196

applicable in shallow water, we use the equivalent range r̂ (Eq.(1)).197

2.3.3. Forward modelling of bubble plume sound field198

The inverted PDF of bubble equilibrium radius pR0

b and bubble numbers are used to generate a forward199

model. For a single bubble emitted from a seep, we assume the bubble oscillates in a limit of small amplitude200

|Rε| � R0, which is valid for most ocean gas bubbles pulsating at their natural frequencies [52]. The201

oscillatory acoustic pressure signature in the liquid Pb1(t) of the monopole emission detected at time t by a202

hydrophone in the far field for a single pulsating bubble, is given by [6]:203

PR0
b1 (t, ti) =(ω0R0)

2 ρ0

r1
Rε0ie

−ω0δtot(t−ti)/2

×H(t− ti) cosω0(t− ti),
(6)204

where ti is the time at which the acoustic signal is first detected at the monitor, H is the Heaviside step205

function, and r1 is the reference range (1 m adopted here) from the bubble acoustic centre. Low-amplitude206

pulsations occur at a natural angular frequency ω0, which is given by Eq.(2) [50].207

If the acoustic emissions of the bubbles are all uncorrelated, then the far-field acoustic signature of the208

bubble cloud (gas flux) can be expressed as [24]209

Pb1(t) =

Nb∑
i=1

PR0
b1 (t, ti), ti ∈ [0 Tb], (7)210

where ti is randomly distributed in the interval [0 Tb], following the bubble radius PDF pR0

b . Since we have211

now constructed time series of bubble singles, we convolve them with channel impulse responses and compute212

the reference/transect cross-correlation.213
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Figure 4: Sound speed profile (SSP) collected on May 16th 2018 in the Panarea water area, and transmission
loss within 7 m in the acoustic channel calculated using Bellhop. The seep site radiating bubble sound is at
a depth of 12.5 m. (a) Sound speed profile; (b) Transmission loss structure at 350 Hz.
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3. Results and discussion214

At the seep site on the edge of Bottaro Crater, gas bubbles leaked from a seabed consisting of sands,220

gravels, and patches of sea grass (Figure 2(b)). The CO2 emerged from a small circular pockmark of radius221

about 10 cm. The approach used to estimate the CO2 flux from the seep considers the acoustic data recorded222

at different distances together with direct measurement of the flux. We determined how bubble sound223

propagates in the water column, then matched our modelling results to the field data, before determining224

the flux using the inversion approach. The SSP measured at the field site is shown in Figure 4(a), and the225

modelled transmission loss (TL) structure using the SSP at 350 Hz (frequency peak of the measured bubble226

sound) is shown in Figure 4(b), showing complex channel propagation and the TL structure.227

3.1. Bubble sound field observations and arrival paths228

For each distance of a hydrophone from the seep site, cross-correlation of the reference acoustic field data229

at -0.3 m (sound predominantly from the gas seep) with the measured sound field was used to identify the230

major arrival paths (Figure 5(a)) by matching with the impulse response derived from Bellhop ray-tracing231

modelling (Figure 5(b), discussed in Section 3.3). The seep site bubble field is detected by the hydrophones232

from both the direct arrival and the water surface reflection at distances of 2 to 8 m. The direct path is well233

modelled (Figure 5(b)) at all offset distances, while the water-surface reflection is best-modelled where the234

path amplitudes are the strongest (6 and 7 m).235

The strength of the direct path signal decreases as the transect distance increases, and the normalized244

amplitudes show that the acoustic attenuation through direct propagation path is significant. Moreover,245

the direct path signal is greater than the reflected signal at distances up to 4 m, while the power strength246

of surface reflected path signal is greater than that of the direct ones at 6-7 m. At distances of 5 m and247

perpendicular 8 m the signals from the two paths are comparable where the Lloyd’s mirror effect (discussed248

in Section 3.2) [53] is the strongest. As the transect distance increases, the delay for the direct path increases249

linearly, while the delay of reflected path does not.250

To validate the multipath propagation along the transect, we estimated coordinates for each transect256

hydrophone from the delays for each path (direct/reflected) and compute the difference between physical257

length of the propagation path from the delays. Table 1 shows the results comparing the average delays258

calculated from cross-correlations and from measured positions of the hydrophones relative to the seep. It259

is seen that the error for each path calculation is less than 7%.260
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Figure 5: Observations and modelled impulse response at different distances from the CO2 seep site. (a)
Observed sound field at different offsets (blue) and matched synthetic trace (red). The amplitude at each
distance is normalised to the peak value in the cross-correlation at an offset of 1 m. (b) Impulse response
derived from ray-tracing used to produce the synthetic. The direct arrivals are indicated within the blue
box, while the arrival that results from a reflection at the water-surface is within the yellow box.
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3.2. Spectral analysis261

Continuous monitoring at a constant range from the seep site to the hydrophone yielded a concentrated268

interval of acoustic signal in the frequency domain, providing an initial frequency interval [fmin fmax] for gas269

flux and bubble size determination. Figure 6(a) shows the spectrogram from measured hydrophone data at270

-0.3 m for 32 minutes. It is seen that the majority of the acoustic energy from the bubbles lies on a fairly271

broad frequency band 150-800 Hz, peaking at about 350 Hz.272
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Table 1: Bubble sound propagation and range estimation from average delays estimated by cross-correlation
between the transect data (1-8 m) and the reflected data measured at -0.3 m. Propagation multipath include
direct path and sea surface reflected path.

251

252

253254

Transect path delay length error

1 m with -0.3 m direct 0.47 ms 0.70 m 2.9%

2 m with -0.3 m
direct 1.06 ms 1.60 m

3.2%
reflect 16.29 ms 24.44 m

3 m with -0.3 m
direct 1.74 ms 2.63 m

6.4%
reflect 16.54 ms 24.81 m

4 m with -0.3 m
direct 2.24 ms 3.38 m

5.9%
reflect 16.56 ms 24.84 m

5 m with -0.3 m
direct 2.83 ms 4.28 m

3.8%
reflect 16.63 ms 24.94 m

6 m with -0.3 m
direct 3.49 ms 5.27 m

6.7%
reflect 16.69 ms 25.03 m

7 m with -0.3 m
direct 4.02 ms 6.07 m

3.8%
reflect 16.78 ms 25.17 m

8 m with -0.3 m
direct 4.82 ms 7.28 m

4.3%
reflect 17.84 ms 26.76 m

255

(a) reference -0.3 m.

2m 3m 4m 5m 6m 7m 8m

(b) transect 2-7 m, and 8 m perpendicular
262

Figure 6: Spectrograms from measured hydrophone data. (a) shows the frequency interval of interest 150-
800 Hz; (b) shows the outline of Lloyd’s mirror effect which can be observed from the spectrum marked as
dashed lines. Recorded sound with noise introduced by divers conducting the hydrophone transect has been
removed and is shown as blank in the figures.
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Figure 7 shows power spectral density (PSD) of the measured sound at ranges from -0.3 m to 4 m, and279

the ambient noise in this area without gas seeps observed. As the transect distance increases, the PSD of280

the measured sound decreases accordingly. Li et al. [24] concluded that for accurate field gas bubble sound281

detection and determination, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) should be at least 6 dB. In the shallow water282

case, where the effect from the sea surface and ambient are significant, the SNR should be higher than283

6 dB, i.e., the PSD at 4 m is average ∼10 dB higher than that of the ambient noise in the frequency of284

interest (Figure 7).285

It should be noted that, as the transect distance increased from the seep site, constructive and destructive286
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Figure 7: Power spectral density (PSD) of the sound recorded at different distances from the CO2 seep site.
Frequencies between 150 and 800 Hz record bubble sounds, with sound level decreasing with distance from
the seep. The solid circles indicate distances and frequencies affected by the Lloyd’s mirror effect. The PSD
at transect 4 m is measured as ∼10 dB higher than that of the ambient noise.
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interference between the direct path and reflected path forms the Lloyd’s mirror effect [53], plotted as287

dashed lines in Figure 6(b) and dashed circles in Figure 7. Such effect can cause significant interference on288

passive acoustic monitoring in shallow water, especially on the bubble size determination at low frequencies289

(<500 Hz), because sea surface sound reflections are nearly 180 degrees out of phase with the direct sound290

arrivals. Bubble sounds at some part of low-frequency spectrum were not measured, shown as weak PSD in291

the dashed circles, which is due to the interference from Lloyd’s mirror effect. This has been incorporated in292

the analysis by considering the multipath propagation using the channel impulse response derived equivalent293

range to replace the physical range for each transect.294

3.3. Gas flux and bubble size295

The gas flux and CO2 bubble size distribution were quantified by passive acoustic inversion. The time302

taken for the CO2 to fill a 2-litre plastic measuring cylinder was used to directly determine the gas flux from303

our studied seep site. Repeated measurements by divers allowed an average fill time of 53 seconds to be304

determined, which equates to a flux rate of 2.3 L/min (Figure 8(a)).305

3.3.1. Gas flux determination306

Figure 9 shows the two examples (4 m and 7 m) of output of the Bellhop ray-tracing model for the307

east to west bubble transect. Both the direct (blue) and reflected (red) path for the two cases are visible,308

while the path with both the reflection from the sea surface and seabed are shown in black colour lines.309

Figure 5(b) shows the modelled channel impulse response as a function of deployment distance. The impulse310

responses with delay less than 10 ms correspond to the direct path, while those above 10 ms correspond311

to the propagation path reflected from the sea surface. The impulse response delays match well with the312

cross-correlation results from the measured acoustic data shown in Figure 5(a) blue line peaks boxed and in313

Table 1.314

We further use the bubble forward model to generate modelled bubble sound and calculate the modelled322

cross-correlation results for comparison with the measured one. The comparison results are shown in Fig-323

ure 5(a) red lines. It is seen that the two lines match quite well, particularly at 1-4 m and 6-7 m where324

the direct path or reflected dominates the propagation. While at 5 m and perpendicular 8 m where the325

signals’ strength from the two path are comparable resulting significant interference from the Lloyd’s mirror326

effect. Unmatched part of the correlation curve can be partly interpreted to the multiple interference bubble327
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296

Figure 8: Experimental scenarios. (a) Gas Bubbles collected for 2-liter in 53 s. Average gas flow rate
is 2.3 L/min. (b) Bubble size measurement using underwater camera. The background whiteboard was
18×30 cm in dimension. The distance between the camera and the whiteboard was 1.4 m. The bubble
stream was rising ±20 cm mid-way between the camera and the whiteboard.
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299
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streams around the measured focused seep site in the experiment while a single bubble seep is considered in328

the model.
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Figure 9: Examples of Bellhop ray-trace output for the bubble transect over the west side of Bottaro Crater.
(a) Transect range 4 m; (b) Transect range 7 m. Both cases show the direct path, the path with only sea
surface reflection, and the path with both sea surface and seabed reflection. Black ray hits both boundaries;
red ray hits surface only; and blue ray hits bottom only.
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As we have the impulse responses for the transect obtained from the ray tracing, we can model the330

signal at the hydrophones by convolving the signals measured at the reference position with the impulse331

responses [54]. The frequency spectrum is quite weak from the modelling at distances 5-8 m bubble transect332

due to the significant attenuation as shown in Figure 4(b), which does not match the observations as shown333

in Figure 6(b). This is because the level of focused seepage sound at such greater transect distances was334

less than 10 dB above the ambient environment noise level, and the level of interference sound from other335

bubble streams was increased. Thus here we are unable to determine the focus bubble gas flux at distance336

5-8 m, where the measured acoustic sound was severely influenced by the noise interference.337

The comparisons between the gas flux determination from passive acoustic inversion using spherical343
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spreading range and multipath equivalent range are shown in Table 2. It is seen that the error of gas flux344

estimation from inversion with spherical spreading is most accurate close to the seep location, with errors345

up to 41% at other ranges. The accuracy increases significantly when the effects of multipath are included.346

Taken together, we successfully estimated the gas flux using the inversion method with relatively small errors347

(<10%) for ranges up to 4 m.

Table 2: Comparison of gas flux estimation results from passive acoustic inversion considering spherical
spreading and channel multipath propagation. The diver measured gas flow rate from in situ collection is
2.3 L/min.

338

339

340341

Field spherical multipath
range flow rate error flow rate error

-0.3 m 2.2 L/min 4.4% 2.4 L/min 7.1%

1 m 1.8 L/min 18.6% 2.1 L/min 6.2%

2 m 1.3 L/min 40.7% 2.3 L/min 0.0%

3 m 1.5 L/min 32.7% 2.4 L/min 7.1%

4 m 1.7 L/min 23.0% 2.5 L/min 8.8%

342

348

3.3.2. Bubble size determination349

Figure 10 shows the PDF of the estimated bubble size distribution from passive acoustic inversion at357

ranges from -0.3 m to 4 m. The radius of CO2 bubbles emerging from the 12.5 m deep seafloor were mainly358

between 1 cm and 2.5 cm. Estimated bubble size tends to decrease as the hydrophone ranges increase.359

The increase in the number of estimated small bubbles with radius less than 1.3 cm is due to the reduced360

signal to noise ratio in this band, where some of the ambient noise is incorporated with the noise of bubbles361

being emitted from the seep. The resulting uncertainties are interpreted to be the combination of bubble362

acoustic attenuation in the channel, the Lloyd’s mirror effect and the presence of ambient noise. As the363

seep/hydrophone distance increases, the frequency band from the Lloyd’s mirror effect also shifts, which364

changes the estimated bubble size.365
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Figure 10: Probability density function (PDF) of the estimated bubble size distribution from passive
acoustic inversion at different distances from the CO2 seep site. Estimated bubble size tends to decrease
as the hydrophone ranges increases (peak moves from 1.7 cm (at 1 m) to 1.4 cm (at 4 m) as indicated by
arrows). The increase in the number of small bubbles with radius less than 1.3 cm is due to the reduced
SNR at greater ranges.
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Figure 8(b) shows a horizontal view of the bubble plume, which shows that the radius of majority bubbles366

were normally between 1 cm and 2.5 cm. This provides agreement between the modelled and measured bubble367

size and proves the effectiveness of our approach.368

4. Conclusions and discussion369

The ability of passive acoustic monitoring to detect and quantify continuous natural CO2 gas leakage370

from sub-seabed was tested at different ranges in shallow water offshore Panarea island. A CO2 bubble plume371

was successfully detected at ranges up to 8 m, and the gas flux and bubble size determined for distances of372

up to 4 m, where the bubble sound pressure is measured as ∼10 dB higher than that of the ambient noise.373

The Panarea passive acoustic tests have demonstrated that the passive acoustic inversion method described374

here, when integrated with scenario modelling is an appropriate and cost-effective approach to be applied in375

detection and quantification of seabed gas leakage in shallow water.376

In particular, the transect data has enabled a definition of multipath propagation (direct or sea surface377

reflect) of bubble sound in the acoustic channel, and has been used to estimate the gas flux and bubble378

size distribution. The range at which bubbles can be detected has been limited by multipath propagation,379

significant attenuation, and interference in underwater acoustic channels. The estimated gas fluxes show380

agreement within 10% error to the measured gas fluxes, and the estimated bubble sizes are comparable to381

those observed.382

Modelling based on a ray-tracing program considers the multipath propagation, providing relatively ac-383

curate equivalent range for gas flux determination up to 4 m in the shallow water scenario investigated.384

However, there were multiple other bubble seeps around the bubble transect area which increased the sound385

levels and made the determination of gas flux beyond 4 m for a specific bubble seep unsuccessful. Char-386

acterizations of the site-specific source-receiver geometry, bathymetry, bubble plume shape/angle, sediment387

properties, and sound speed profile are also important before conducting passive acoustic monitoring and388

are of particular importance when designing monitoring strategies for offshore CCS sites.389

The study area at Panarea is in shallower water (12.5 m) than sites normally considered for CCS across the390

Global Ocean (e.g., [55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61]), which are in deeper shelf seas. We can still apply the passive391

acoustic techniques developed here for bubble detection and quantification in deeper water. The applicable392
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range of such detection and quantification depends of the actual gas flux on the seepage site, the depth of the393

water, and the ambient noise in the area. The gas flux in this study was 2.3 L/min which results in a detection394

range up to 8 m and a quantification range up to 4 m. Considering the same ambient noise level and the same395

emergent gas flux in deeper water, due to the high propagation loss (about 40 dB from the seabed to the sea396

surface [24]) in the acoustic channel, only the direct acoustic path for the bubble sound would need to be397

considered, simplifying the analysis. Our methods will be applicable in the deep sea, and for normal ambient398

noise levels we should be able to detect and quantify sound at greater offset ranges than at Panarea. We are399

currently analysing data from the STEMM-CCS experiment (https://www.stemm-ccs.eu/) in the central400

North Sea, which included a passive acoustic component, and will be the subject of future publications.401

Passive acoustic recorders fixed to the seabed can be linked to battery packs to permit long-period402

(greater than a year) deployments. The requirement for relatively high sampling rates to record the bubble403

sounds with sufficient fidelity, means that data volumes are large, and there is no straightforward method404

to remotely transmit the data without direct cabling; the data is retrieved when the acoustic recorder is405

recovered. In practical terms the relatively short offset detection ranges for bubble sounds on hydrophones,406

means that fixed passive acoustic recorders on the seabed will only deployed at sites where there is high407

risk of gas escape (e.g., seabed installations including abandoned oil and gas wells), or after detection by408

active acoustic sensors. Additional methods for passive acoustic sensing include deployment on autonomous409

underwater vehicles, and using distributed acoustic sensing, and both these techniques are the subject of410

continuing work.411
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